1. Introduction {#sec1-cells-08-01067}
===============

Prostate cancer (PCa) remains the second most commonly diagnosed cancer among men worldwide with an estimated 1.3 million new cases each year \[[@B1-cells-08-01067]\]. In contrast to other cancer types such as pancreatic cancer, routine preventive medical screens for PCa are accessible to a broad spectrum of the public and have been widely accepted, leading to a drastic increase of newly diagnosed PCa cases. Tissue biopsies are invasive and can be associated with adverse effects for the patient \[[@B2-cells-08-01067]\]. Furthermore, routine tissue biopsy is challenging in metastatic PCa (mPCa). In recent years, minimally invasive liquid biopsies, focusing on the identification of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) and circulating nucleic acids (ctDNA, miRNA) from whole blood samples, have gained tremendous attention \[[@B3-cells-08-01067],[@B4-cells-08-01067],[@B5-cells-08-01067],[@B6-cells-08-01067],[@B7-cells-08-01067]\]. While the prognostic relevance of CTCs in PCa, especially in the metastatic setting, has been thoroughly shown in large clinical trials \[[@B8-cells-08-01067],[@B9-cells-08-01067],[@B10-cells-08-01067],[@B11-cells-08-01067]\], predictive value of CTC analysis and their clinical utility are still being debated \[[@B12-cells-08-01067],[@B13-cells-08-01067],[@B14-cells-08-01067],[@B15-cells-08-01067],[@B16-cells-08-01067],[@B17-cells-08-01067]\]. While a multitude of therapeutic approaches exist, aimed at treating PCa in various disease stages, a subset of patients develop aggressive PCa subtypes that defy current therapeutic options. Therefore, simple detection of PCa is not sufficient and robust biomarkers are urgently needed to discern aggressive subtypes from clinically well treatable cancers, preferably without exposing patients to unnecessary tissue biopsies.

With the advent of novel hormone therapies such as enzalutamide and abiraterone and the emergence of innate and acquired resistance towards these therapies, the androgen receptor splice variant 7 (ARV7) has become a leading target of CTC research in PCa \[[@B17-cells-08-01067],[@B18-cells-08-01067],[@B19-cells-08-01067]\]. Multiple studies indicate that *ARV7* mRNA and ARV7 protein expression in CTCs is associated with resistance towards novel hormone therapies \[[@B20-cells-08-01067],[@B21-cells-08-01067],[@B22-cells-08-01067],[@B23-cells-08-01067],[@B24-cells-08-01067],[@B25-cells-08-01067]\] and that *ARV7* expressing patients benefit more from taxane-based therapy \[[@B25-cells-08-01067],[@B26-cells-08-01067],[@B27-cells-08-01067]\]. This implicates ARV7 as a possible treatment selection biomarker for PCa patients prior to receiving novel hormone therapy (e.g., enzalutamide, abiraterone). Additionally, the ARV7 status is subject to change during therapy regimens \[[@B25-cells-08-01067],[@B28-cells-08-01067],[@B29-cells-08-01067]\], underlining the benefit of sequential sampling which becomes possible through liquid biopsy. ARV7 could therefore also represent a biomarker to monitor treatment response and predict upcoming therapy resistance.

While many approaches have been developed to assess ARV7 either on protein or mRNA level \[[@B20-cells-08-01067],[@B24-cells-08-01067],[@B30-cells-08-01067]\], only very few of these approaches allow for parallel CTC enumeration and morphological characterization while giving information on ARV7 status for individual CTCs \[[@B24-cells-08-01067],[@B31-cells-08-01067]\], a limitation recently highlighted \[[@B32-cells-08-01067]\]. Additionally, even fewer were designed to use the only FDA-cleared CTC enrichment and detection technology shown to have clinical prognostic relevance in prostate cancer, the CellSearch^®^ system \[[@B33-cells-08-01067]\]. Here, we aimed to develop a protocol for *ARV7* detection using the CellSearch^®^ technology. With our novel workflow we were able to detect *ARV7* mRNA in as low as one CTC in 7.5 mL of whole blood.

2. Materials and Methods {#sec2-cells-08-01067}
========================

2.1. Cancer Cell Lines {#sec2dot1-cells-08-01067}
----------------------

The human prostate cancer cell lines 22Rv1 (ATCC^®^ CRL-2505), VCaP (ATCC^®^ CRL-2876), LNCaP (ATCC^®^ CRL-1740) and PC3 (ATCC^®^ CRL-1345) were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) and cultured according to ATCC recommendations.

LNCaP and 22Rv1 cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium, while the VCaP and PC3 cells were maintained in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM). Media were additionally fortified with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) (Gibco---Life Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany), 1% L-glutamine (Gibco---Life Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco---Life Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany), as recommended by ATCC. Cells were cultured in 25 cm^2^ flasks at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO~2~.

2.2. Blood Collection and Processing {#sec2dot2-cells-08-01067}
------------------------------------

Male healthy donor (HD) and patient blood samples were acquired in accordance to the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki and the guidelines for experimentation with humans by the Chambers of Physicians of the State of Hamburg ("Hamburger Ärztekammer"). All patients gave informed, written consent prior to blood collection (Ethics Approval: PV3779). Samples were drawn from 26 metastatic prostate cancer (mPCa) patients into standard 7.5 mL ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) vacutainers or CellSave^®^ (Menarini-Silicon Biosystems, Florence, Italy) preservation tubes respectively. Each patient therefore provided a matched sample of EDTA-KE (Sarstedt, Rheinbach, Germany) and CellSave^®^ blood for further analysis. CTCs from EDTA blood samples were enriched via the CellSearch^®^ Profile Kit (Menarini-Silicon Biosystems, Florence, Italy) and further analyzed for *ARV7* expression as described below. Samples collected into CellSave^®^ blood preservation tubes were processed via the CellSearch^®^ CXC-Kit (FITC labelled pan-keratin) \[[@B34-cells-08-01067]\]. Phycoerythrin labelled androgen receptor CellTracks Anti-Androgen Receptor (Janssen Diagnostics) antibody (10 µg/mL) was used for full-length AR (AR-FL) detection in the fourth channel of the CellSearch^®^ for 12/26 mPCa patients. All analyses were performed by trained CellSearch^®^ analysist. CTCs were defined as keratin positive and CD45 negative cells with a nuclear DAPI staining.

2.3. Spiking of Healthy Donor Blood {#sec2dot3-cells-08-01067}
-----------------------------------

For spiking experiments, cell line cells were washed once with 1 x PBS (Gibco-Life Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany) and treated with 0.25% trypsin-EDTA (Gibco-Life Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany) for 5 min at 37 °C prior to being resuspended in culture medium. The cell suspension was centrifuged at 190× *g* for 5 min after which the supernatant was discarded and the cells were again resuspended in fresh culture medium. The cells were spread to a petri dish filled with corresponding medium, manually counted and picked under a light microscope. Defined cell counts were added directly to healthy donor blood samples.

2.4. Immunocytochemical Stainings on Cell Culture Plates {#sec2dot4-cells-08-01067}
--------------------------------------------------------

Cells were seeded into 24-well plates at the rate of 50,000 cells/well, and maintained at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO~2~ until reaching 80% confluence. Cells were then fixed and permeabilized using IntraPrep Permeabilization Reagent (A07803, Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA), and blocked with 10% Goat serum for 1 h at room temperature. Cells were subsequently incubated with (i) primary antibodies Anti-AR (AR-V7 specific) antibody \[EPR15656\] (Abcam, Cambridge, United Kingdom) at a final concentration of 10 µg/mL, or (ii) Rabbit IgG, monoclonal \[EPR25A\]-Isotype Control (Abcam, Cambridge, United Kingdom) (our negative control) at a final concentration of 10 µg/mL. All wells were also incubated with the anti-PanCK^PE^ (Menarini-Silicon Biosystems, Florence, Italy). Following this first incubation, cells were washed with 1% goat serum in PBS, incubated with the FITC-conjugated secondary antibody (1:20 in PBS containing 10% Goat serum), and washed twice with 1% goat serum in PBS.

In parallel, the presence of the androgen receptor (AR) was tested using the anti-AR^AF488^ \[D6F11\] XP Rabbit antibody (0.5 µg/mL, Ozyme, Saint Cyr L'Ecole, France); in the control wells, the Rabbit \[DA1E\] IgG^AF488^ XP isotype (0.5 µg/mL, Ozyme, Saint Cyr L'Ecole, France) was used. Cell imaging was obtained under 20x magnification using a Fluorescent Axio Observer microscope (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany).

2.5. Immunocytochemical Stainings on Cytospins {#sec2dot5-cells-08-01067}
----------------------------------------------

Cell suspensions of selected prostate cancer cell lines (22Rv1, LNCap, PC3) were spun down on glass slides (190× *g*, 5 min) and dried at room temperature (RT) over night. Cells were subsequently fixed and permeabilized using the respective CellSearch CXC Kit reagents (Menarini-Silicon Biosystems, Florence, Italy) and blocked with 10% AB-Serum (BioRad, Rüdigheim, Germany). Primary antibodies targeting ARV7, 4 µg/mL of clone AG10008 (unlabeled, Precision, Columbia, Maryland, USA) and 6 µg/mL EPR15656 (unlabeled, Abcam, Cambridge, United Kingdom) were tested. Secondary antibodies were applied and contained a DAPI nuclear counterstain. Secondary rabbit-anti mouse (Alexa 546, polyclonal, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Dreieich, Germany) and mouse-anti-rabbit (Alexa 546, polyclonal, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Dreieich, Germany) antibodies were used. Cytospins were covered in Prolong Gold Antifade Reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Dreieich, Germany) and cover slipped for analysis. Slides were manually assessed using a fluorescence microscope (Axioplan 2, Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany).

2.6. Western Blots {#sec2dot6-cells-08-01067}
------------------

Cell lines (22Rv1, VCaP, LNCaP, and PC3) were cultured to 70% confluency, harvested in urea lysis buffer (9.8 M Urea, 15 mM EDTA, 30 mM Tris) and homogenized by ultrasonic treatment. Protein concentration was measured with the Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit (Pierce, Rockford, Illinois, USA). 40 µg of total protein was applied for Western Blot analysis for each respective cell line alongside pre-stained peqGold protein marker-V (VWR, Erlangen, Germany). Proteins were separated according to size using a Laemmli buffer system and 8% polyacrylamide separation gel. Two ARV7 antibodies, mouse-AG10008 (Precision, Columbia, MD, USA; 2 µg/mL) and rabbit-EPR15656 (Abcam, Cambridge, United Kingdom; 1.5 µg/mL) were applied in dilutions according to the supplier's instruction manual in 5% milk powder. Alpha-tubulin was used as a loading control (Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA). Species specific secondary antibodies (horseradish peroxidase conjugated, DAKO, Glostrup, Germany) were applied at 1:10.000 dilution in 5% milk powder. Protein bands were visualized using SignalFire™Plus ECL reagent (Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA) and X-ray films (CEA, Hamburg, Germany) according to the instruction manual.

2.7. RNA Extraction and cDNA Synthesis {#sec2dot7-cells-08-01067}
--------------------------------------

For cell line characterization and PCR establishment RNA was isolated from prostate cancer cell lines grown in a T25 culture flask at 70% confluency using the NucleoSpin^®^ RNA isolation kit (Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany) according to manufacturer's instructions. RNA concentration and purity were controlled via NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Dreieich, Germany) following isolation. 0.5 µg of RNA per cell line were used for DNA synthesis with the First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Dreieich, Germany) according to manufacturer's instructions. cDNA Synthesis was carried out in a PeqSTAR 96 Universal Gradient thermocycler (VWR International, Darmstadt, Germany).

Following CTC enrichment via the CellSearch^®^ Profile Kit (Menarini-Silicon Biosystems, Florence, Italy) samples were transferred to a fresh 1.5 mL tube (Sarstedt, Rheinbach, Germany). To do so, a 1000 µL pipette tip was first coated with a solution of 0.1 mg/mL of BSA/PBS to circumvent binding and sticking of CTCs to the pipette surface. All RNA work was performed using sterile, DNA/RNA-free, filtered Biosphere^®^ plus pipette tipps (Sarstedt, Rheinbach, Germany). The Profile^®^ sample tube was washed with 500 µL of 1x DPBS (cell culture use) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Dreieich, Germany), which was also added to the sample. Subsequently the sample was placed in a magnetic rack (Magnetcellect; R&D systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA) for 10 min. The supernatant was discarded, and the sample was washed with 1000 µL of 1x DPBS, followed by another 10 min attached to the magnetic rack. This step was repeated with 500 µL of 1x DPBS prior to resuspension of the Profile^®^ beads in 150µL of lysis buffer (Dynabeads mRNA DIRECT Kit; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Dreieich, Germany). Samples were immediately frozen at −80 °C. Sample lysates were stored for a maximum of 14 days prior to RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis.

For RNA extraction, the Dynabeads mRNA DIRECT Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Dreieich, Germany) was applied according to manufacturer's instructions. Following the last wash step with Wash buffer B, supernatant was removed, and beads were resuspended in 14.75 µL of Nuclease-free H~2~O (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and placed in a PCR cycler at 75 °C for 5 min to ensure elution of mRNA from the beads. Subsequently cDNA was synthesized using the Sensiscript Reverse Transcription Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) with Recombinant Rnasin^®^ (Promega, Mannheim, Germany) as an added RNase inhibitor. Primer addition was not necessary as the contained dynabeads function as oligo-dT primers. RNase inhibitor was limited to 0.25 µL, leading to a total mastermix of 5.25 µL added to each RNA sample (total reaction volume of 20 µL). Following cDNA synthesis, beads were removed via magnet and supernatant was transferred to a fresh PCR tube for subsequent qPCR analysis.

2.8. Polymerase-Chain Reaction (PCR) Analysis {#sec2dot8-cells-08-01067}
---------------------------------------------

For *AR-FL* and *ARV7* primer evaluation, 10 ng of cDNA of each prostate cancer cell line was applied per PCR. The PCR reaction conditions for initial primer testing were adapted from the original Antonarakis et al. publication by the Johns Hopkins Group \[[@B20-cells-08-01067]\]. Reactions were run in a PeqSTAR 96 Universal Gradient thermocycler (VWR International, Darmstadt, Germany).

PCR primer pairs (Sigma Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) chosen for PCR targeted *AR-FL* (fw-CAGCCTATTGCGAGAGAGCTG, rev-GAAAGGATCTTGGGCACTTGC, fragment size of 125 bp) \[[@B20-cells-08-01067]\] and *ARV7* (Antonarakis et al. \[[@B20-cells-08-01067]\]: fw-CCATCTTGTCGTCTTCGGAAATGTTA, rev-TTTGAATGAGGCAAGTCAGCCTTTCT, fragment size of 125 bp; Guo et al. \[[@B35-cells-08-01067]\]: fw-CTACTCCGGACCTTACGGGGACATGCG, rev-TGCCAACCCGGAATTTTTCTCCC, fragment size of 314 bp; Liu et al. \[[@B36-cells-08-01067]\]: fw- CAGGGATGACTCTGGGAGAA, rev- GCCCTCTAGAGCCCTCATTT, fragment size of 112 bp; UKE: fw-AGAAAGGCTGACTTGCCTCA, rev- CGCCAGGTTTCTCCAGACTA, fragment size of 73 bp) gene sequences. Novel UKE primers were designed using the Primer 3 software \[[@B37-cells-08-01067]\]. Primers were aliquoted at stock concentrations of 100 µM with Nuclease-free H~2~O (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and frozen at −20 °C. Final concentrations of 10 µM were applied to PCRs.

To visualize PCR products, they were mixed with DNA Gel loading dye (6x) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Dreieich, Germany) and applied to 2% agarose gels containing GelRed^®^ Nulceic Acid Gel Stain (Biotum, Fremont, CA, USA) at 1/µL per ml of agarose gel. The Quick-Load^®^ 100 bp DNA Ladder (New England Biolabs, Frankfurt am Main, Germany) was used as a size standard. PCR fragments were visualized using the Gene Genius bioimaging system (Syngene, Bangalore, India).

2.9. Quantitative Polymerase-Chain Reaction (qPCR) Analysis {#sec2dot9-cells-08-01067}
-----------------------------------------------------------

qPCRs were pipetted under a separate flow hood with sterile, DNA/RNA-free, filtered Biosphere^®^ plus pipette tipps (Sarstedt, Rheinbach, Germany) and performed in a CFX96 Touch™ Real Time PCR Detection System (BioRad, Rüdigheim, Germany). Maxima SYBR-Green fluorescent dye (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Dreieich, Germany) was used for product detection. Amplification was performed under the following conditions: after an initial denaturation step (10  min at 95 °C), 40 amplification cycles were carried out, consisting of denaturation at 95 °C for 30 seconds, annealing at 60 °C for 30  s, and elongation for 30 s at 72 °C. A final elongation step at 72 °C (10  min) was followed by a melting curve analysis and storage of the samples at 4 °C. Data was summarized and converted into Excel files using the CFX Manager Software (BioRad, Rüdigheim, Germany). For qPCR analysis, two additional primer sets targeting *K19* (fw-CGAACCAAGTTTGAGACGGA; rev-GATCTGCATCTCCAGGTCGG; fragment size of 117 bp) and *Actin* (x) gene sequences were applied. Samples were applied in triplicates and average Cq values as well as standard deviations were calculated. Primers were aliquoted at stock concentrations of 100 µM with Nuclease-free H~2~O (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and frozen at −20 °C. Final concentrations of 10 µM were applied to qPCRs.

Relative gene expression of *AR-FL* and *ARV7* in initial primer testing and cell line characterization was normalized from data sets by the comparative Cq method \[[@B38-cells-08-01067]\]. Briefly, the first amplification cycle showing significant increase of fluorescence signal over background level was defined as the cycle of quantification (Cq). Cq data of *AR-FL* and *ARV7* was normalized by subtracting the Cq value of *Actin* from the respective target gene for each cell line tested, generating a ΔCq value. Subsequently, the ΔΔCq values were calculated by subtracting the ΔCq of each specific gene calculated for the different cell lines (22Rv1, VCap, and LNCaP) from the ΔCq values calculated for gene expression in PC3 cells. Finally, ΔΔCq values were converted to log2 fold changes by applying 2^-\ ΔΔCq^~.~ Ten nanograms of cDNA were applied per triplicate well.

Following RNA isolation and cDNA transcription from CellSearch^®^ Profile Kit (Menarini-Silicon Biosystems, Florence, Italy) enriched samples, the 20 µL of cDNA mix was applied in triplicates for each gene (2 µL/well). No absolute quantification or normalization of genes was performed as levels of *Actin* gene expression is variable depending on background leucocyte cDNA co-amplified following CTC enrichment. Gene expression was confirmed when at least 2/3 triplicates showed detectable transcript levels under a Cq threshold of 35. Quality of the results was furthermore corroborated by melting curve analysis and subsequent visualization of amplified products on 2% agarose gels (see above).

3. Results {#sec3-cells-08-01067}
==========

3.1. Test of Commercially Available ARV7 Antibodies for Fourth CellSearch^®^ Channel {#sec3dot1-cells-08-01067}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To allow assessment of ARV7 protein levels in parallel to CTC enumeration on a cell-specific level, we initially tested available ARV7 antibodies with the aim of adding them to the fourth channel of the CellSearch^®^ system. Currently only few commercial antibodies are available, aimed at detecting ARV7 protein either via immunohistochemistry (IHC), immunocytochemistry (ICC) and/or western blot.

Three established prostate cancer cell lines were chosen for method establishment, each cell line representing a specific status of AR-full length (AR-FL) and ARV7 protein expression: 22Rv1 (AR-FL^+^/AR-V7^+^), LNCaP (AR-FL^+^/AR-V7^+/−^), and PC3 (AR-FL^−^/AR-V7^−^). First, the cell lines were characterized for AR-FL ([Figure 1](#cells-08-01067-f001){ref-type="fig"}a), resulting in cell line specific nuclear ICC staining (22Rv1 and LNCaP) or absence of staining (PC3) for the full-length protein, seen in green. Next, we tested the anti-ARV7 antibody \[EPR15656\] described in literature to specifically stain nuclear ARV7 \[[@B25-cells-08-01067]\]. This antibody did not result in cell line specific staining results, as all three tested cell lines including the ARV7^-^ PC3 cells showed green nuclear ARV7 staining ([Figure 1](#cells-08-01067-f001){ref-type="fig"}b). Similar results were obtained using the antibody \[EPR15656\] as well as an additional commercially available ARV7 antibody on cell line cytospins ([Figure S1](#app1-cells-08-01067){ref-type="app"}). In western blot analysis the anti-ARV7 antibody \[AG10008\] by Precision showed cell line specific results, correctly detecting 22Rv1 and VCaP lysate as ARV7^+^, LNCaP protein levels as below detection limit and identifying PC3 cells as ARV7^-^ ([Figure S1a](#app1-cells-08-01067){ref-type="app"}). In contrast, the anti-ARV7 antibody \[EPR15656\], showed an unspecific western blot signal for PC3 cells ([Figure S1a](#app1-cells-08-01067){ref-type="app"}). In ICC both antibodies failed to correctly characterize the chosen prostate cancer cell lines, giving unspecific staining results ([Figure S1b,c](#app1-cells-08-01067){ref-type="app"}).

In conclusion, none of the tested antibodies were deemed suitable for characterization of ARV7 protein on CTCs via the CellSearch^®^ system. Additionally, the most intensively tested anti-ARV7 antibody \[EPR15656\] \[[@B25-cells-08-01067]\], described to give a specific nuclear and unspecific cytoplasmic staining did not show reliable results in our hands ([Figure 1](#cells-08-01067-f001){ref-type="fig"}b), giving unspecific nuclear staining signals in ARV7^−^ PC3 cells, even when neglecting the cytoplasmic staining and considering the described, relevant nuclear staining.

3.2. Development of a qPCR Based Assay to Detect ARV7 mRNA {#sec3dot2-cells-08-01067}
----------------------------------------------------------

As an alternative to protein-based detection we subsequently aimed at establishing a qPCR-based approach to detect *ARV7* on an mRNA level. We added an additional prostate cancer cell line to the analysis, to further confirm the robustness of our method. VCaP cells show similar *AR-FL* and *ARV7* expression profiles as 22RV1 cells (*AR-FL*^+^/*AR-V7*^+^) and were used as a second *ARV7*^+^ cell line during method establishment. An overview of the *AR-FL* and *ARV7* status for all four cell lines is listed in [Figure 2](#cells-08-01067-f002){ref-type="fig"}a. Initially, we planned on using the *AR-FL* and *ARV7* primer sets already published \[[@B20-cells-08-01067]\] for our qPCR-based detection and then modifying the CTC pre-enrichment steps. However, when testing the primers using PCR according to the published protocol, it became clear that while the *AR-FL* primers showed specific bands at the correct expected size of 125 bp ([Figure 2](#cells-08-01067-f002){ref-type="fig"}b), an additional, undescribed PCR fragment of around 250 bp was detected using the *ARV7* primers in 22Rv1 but not in LNCaP cells ([Figure 2](#cells-08-01067-f002){ref-type="fig"}b). To ensure optimal primer quality for *ARV7* detection, additional *ARV7* primer sets described in literature \[[@B35-cells-08-01067],[@B36-cells-08-01067]\] as well as an own design (UKE), were employed. To exclude that the unspecific PCR fragments detected were generated due to incorrect annealing temperature or incorrect cDNA synthesis, we tested all four primer sets in a gradient PCR on freshly generated 22Rv1 and LNCaP cDNA ([Figure 2](#cells-08-01067-f002){ref-type="fig"}c). Again, an additional PCR product was detected for the Antonarakis \[[@B20-cells-08-01067]\] and Guo \[[@B35-cells-08-01067]\] primer sets across all annealing temperatures in 22Rv1 cells but not LNCaP cells ([Figure 2](#cells-08-01067-f002){ref-type="fig"}c, lines 1,2). This could represent an additional AR splice variant, similar to *ARV7* \[[@B30-cells-08-01067]\]. Using the original protocol of 40 amplification cycles \[[@B20-cells-08-01067],[@B23-cells-08-01067]\] this additional transcript could come up in clinical samples, especially those with high CTC counts, and result in an unaccounted bias. In contrast, the Liu \[[@B36-cells-08-01067]\] and UKE primer sets, resulted in specific PCR fragments at 112 bp and 73 bp, respectively ([Figure 2](#cells-08-01067-f002){ref-type="fig"}c, lines 3,4). The fragment signal intensity appeared slightly higher for the UKE primers ([Figure 2](#cells-08-01067-f002){ref-type="fig"}c, line 4) in comparison to the Liu primers \[[@B36-cells-08-01067]\] ([Figure 2](#cells-08-01067-f002){ref-type="fig"}c, line 3), which could indicate a higher amount of generated PCR product. However, this cannot be conclusively deduced from qualitative PCR. Decreasing the PCR cycles from 39 to 30 ([Figure 2](#cells-08-01067-f002){ref-type="fig"}d), reduced the unspecific PCR signals down to hardly visible levels for the Antonarakis \[[@B20-cells-08-01067]\] and Guo \[[@B35-cells-08-01067]\] primer sets ([Figure 2](#cells-08-01067-f002){ref-type="fig"}d). However, as quantitative PCR represents a much more sensitive method than qualitative PCR, both primer sets were discarded for further experiments. Both the Liu \[[@B36-cells-08-01067]\] and UKE primer sets displayed cell line specific PCR results and PCR fragments at correct sizes, resulting in further evaluation of these two primer sets via qPCR.

Gene expression levels of *AR-FL* and *ARV7* (using the Liu and UKE primers) were assessed for 22Rv1, LNCaP, and VCaP cells in relation to their respective expression in PC3 cells ([Figure 3](#cells-08-01067-f003){ref-type="fig"}a). As expected, both *AR-FL* and *ARV7* gene expression were dramatically increased in all three cell lines compared to PC3 cells. Additionally, the UKE primers showed most effective detection of *ARV7* ([Figure 3](#cells-08-01067-f003){ref-type="fig"}a). All further experiments were therefore carried out using the newly designed UKE primers.

Apart from *AR-FL* and *ARV7, K19*, and *Actin* gene expression were also measured via qPCR. *Actin* functioning as a gene for normalization and a confirmation of successful cDNA synthesis, and *K19* as an established marker for CTC detection in blood \[[@B39-cells-08-01067],[@B40-cells-08-01067]\] thus allowing confirmation of the presence of CTCs in future clinical samples. [Figure 3](#cells-08-01067-f003){ref-type="fig"}b shows representative qPCR curves for all four cell lines (in different colors) for each gene. Due to the high sensitivity of qPCR analysis, *ARV7* expression can be detected at around 36 cycles for cDNA inputs generated from high PC3 cell counts ([Figure 3](#cells-08-01067-f003){ref-type="fig"}b). This is an enormous difference to the approximately 22 cycles necessary for detection of ARV7^+^ cell lines ([Figure 3](#cells-08-01067-f003){ref-type="fig"}b). Despite the fact that such high CTC cell counts are extremely rarely to be expected in clinical samples, a cut-off of ≤35 cycles was established for gene expression to be counted as positive for the analyzed genes in all further analysis.

3.3. Combining Profile-Kit-Based CTC Enrichment with ARV7 mRNA Detection {#sec3dot3-cells-08-01067}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

To allow for use of the CellSearch^®^ system to isolate prostate cancer CTCs for *ARV7* detection on the one hand and enable parallel CTC quantification on the other, a two-armed approach was designed ([Figure 4](#cells-08-01067-f004){ref-type="fig"}). 7.5 mL of whole blood was taken in parallel into standard EDTA tubes for RNA isolation and CellSave^®^ blood preservation tubes for CTC enumeration, respectively. From EDTA blood, CTCs were enriched via the CellSearch^®^ Profile Kit for subsequent RNA analysis. RNA was isolated and cDNA synthesized prior to analysis of *ARV7, K19,* and *Actin* via qPCR. In parallel CellSave^®^ preserved blood was processed using the CellSearch^®^ CXC Kit thus allowing for parallel AR-FL protein characterization in the fourth fluorescent channel of the device ([Figure 4](#cells-08-01067-f004){ref-type="fig"}).

"Mock" samples were generated to mimic clinical sample handling. Differing amounts of *ARV7*^−^ and *ARV7*^+^ cell line cells were manually spiked into healthy donor (HD) blood and directly processed by our workflow ([Table 1](#cells-08-01067-t001){ref-type="table"}). Following the qPCR run, generated products were applied to a gel electrophoresis allowing final confirmation of gene expression status (data not shown).

All HD samples measured (n = 3) were *ARV7* and *K19* negative ([Table 1](#cells-08-01067-t001){ref-type="table"}). PC3 samples were negative for *ARV7* and positive for *K19*, confirming the specificity of the established assay. *ARV7* and *keratin 19* were still detectable down to 5 *ARV7*^+^ 22RV1 cells using our protocol (n = 3), demonstrating high sensitivity ([Table 1](#cells-08-01067-t001){ref-type="table"}).

3.4. Assessment of Sample Storage Parameters {#sec3dot4-cells-08-01067}
--------------------------------------------

mRNA instability represents a common issue for RNA analysis. Sample processing time frames and optimal blood collection tubes therefore need to be carefully assessed to allow for reliable mRNA detection. As cells are not fixed in EDTA blood tubes, which is essential for subsequent RNA isolation, potential CTCs could deteriorate over time. This is especially crucial when calculating time frames for shipment of clinical samples. EDTA blood spiked with cell lines was left at room temperature (RT) for 24 h ([Table 2](#cells-08-01067-t002){ref-type="table"}) and 48 h ([Table 3](#cells-08-01067-t003){ref-type="table"}), respectively, to test processing windows. Following the qPCR run, generated products were applied to a gel electrophoresis allowing final confirmation of gene expression status (data not shown).

After 24 h of sample storage at RT, 5 *ARV7*^+^ cells were still reliably detected using the assay ([Table 2](#cells-08-01067-t002){ref-type="table"}). This was confirmed on two ARV7^+^ cell lines (22Rv1 and VCaP). Additionally, as low as 3 and down to 1 *ARV7*^+^ cells were detectable ([Table 2](#cells-08-01067-t002){ref-type="table"}). With these low cell counts, detection frequency is more variable as cell enrichment from whole blood and extremely careful sample handling play crucial roles. Still, correct detection down to a single ARV7^+^ cell is possible. After 48 h, detection of *ARV7* and *K19* transcripts is subject to even higher fluctuation and increased cell counts would be needed to robustly detect transcripts of interest from these samples ([Table 3](#cells-08-01067-t003){ref-type="table"}). The specificity of our assay was demonstrated as no signals for *ARV7* or *K19* were seen in blood samples from healthy individuals in EDTA blood tested for 24h (3/3) as well as 48 h (3/3) of sample storage ([Table 2](#cells-08-01067-t002){ref-type="table"} and [Table 3](#cells-08-01067-t003){ref-type="table"}).

Blood tube types vary and some may be more suitable for our assay than others. Therefore, we additionally tested the performance of AdnaCollect blood collection tubes (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), designed for mRNA characterization by the AdnaTest Prostate Cancer (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) with our assay. This tube has been used for PCR-based detection of RNA transcripts from whole blood and could therefore provide an alternative to EDTA, potentially prolonging the sample processing window. Again, different cell counts were spiked into HD blood, this time in AdnaCollect blood collection tubes, and processed after 48 h of storage with our protocol. In our hands, these tubes were able to detect *ARV7* in spiked samples, down to 5 ARV7^+^ cells ([Table 3](#cells-08-01067-t003){ref-type="table"}). However, as *ARV7* and *K19* signals were seen in all three tested HD samples ([Table 3](#cells-08-01067-t003){ref-type="table"}) indicating low specificity, the use of this blood tube type was not further continued.

Our protocol ensures specific detection of tumor cell transcripts in 7.5 mL of blood down to a single cell level even after 24 h of sample storage ([Table 2](#cells-08-01067-t002){ref-type="table"}). Conclusively, a sample preparation window of 24 h was determined for the evaluation of clinical samples taken into EDTA blood to allow for sample shipment while ensuring robust detection of *ARV7* from CTCs.

3.5. Clinical Feasibility of the Complete ARV7 Detection Workflow {#sec3dot5-cells-08-01067}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The clinical feasibility of our assay was demonstrated by analyzing blood samples of 26 metastatic prostate cancer (mPCa) patients. Detailed clinical patient data is listed in [Table S1](#app1-cells-08-01067){ref-type="app"}. qPCR based *ARV7* analysis was performed within 24 h of sample collection from 7.5 ml of EDTA blood for all 26 patients. Parallel blood draws to assess CTC counts via CellSearch^®^ were collected and processed for 23/26 patients. AR-FL staining in the fourth fluorescent channel was available for 12/23 patient samples processed via CellSearch^®^ ([Table 4](#cells-08-01067-t004){ref-type="table"}).

Of the patient samples analyzed via CellSearch^®^ 86.2% (19/23) were found to have ≥1 CTC in 7.5 mL of blood. In 52.2% (12/23) of patients ≥5 CTCs were detected in 7.5 ml of whole blood, reaching the clinically prognostic cut-off value for worse overall survival for metastatic mPCa patients \[[@B8-cells-08-01067]\]. The median of detected CTCs for our cohort is 6 (range: 0--398 CTCs) and the average is 32 CTCs/7.5 mL of blood. *ARV7* mRNA was detected in 46.2% (12/26) of mPCa patients, *K19* was detected is 57.7% (15/26) of samples and *Actin* was detected in all samples (26/26), indicating effective cDNA transcription. Four measured patients were negative for the androgen receptor splice variant and positive for *K19* (e.g., samples UKE-10 and UKE-11). Additionally, one patient was positive for *ARV7* expression and negative for *K19* (UKE-23). No *ARV7* or *K19* gene expression was found in samples classified as CTC negative by the CellSearch^®^ system. Evaluation of the first 26 clinical samples resulted in 42.3% of *ARV7^+^*/*K19*^+^ of all cases (11/26) and 52.6% of *ARV7^+^*/*K19*^+^ cases (10/19) with ≥1 detectable CTC. Representative CellSearch^®^ images of AR-FL staining are shown in [Figure 5](#cells-08-01067-f005){ref-type="fig"}.

Only three of the 12 cases in which AR-FL protein staining was assessed in the CellSearch^®^ (UKE-9, UKE-14, UKE-17) had detectable nuclear AR-FL protein levels ([Table 4](#cells-08-01067-t004){ref-type="table"}). Two of these three patients (UKE-14, UKE-17) had a mixed CTC population of nuclear and cytoplasmic AR-FL^+^ CTCs. Of these three patients, two were *ARV7* negative with our assay (UKE-9, UKE-14). Additional five patients showed cytoplasmic AR-FL protein expression, more than half of these patients were ARV7 positive (3/5).

For the majority of patient samples tested (88.4% or 23/26), the CTC count as measured by the CellSearch^®^ system was in accordance to *K19* detection in parallel samples ([Table 4](#cells-08-01067-t004){ref-type="table"}). Detection of *ARV7* was possible in 2/6 patients with only a single CTC detected in the patient's blood (UKE-12, UKE-13) confirming the assays sensitivity ([Table 4](#cells-08-01067-t004){ref-type="table"}). *K19* was detected in 4/6 patients with only a single CTC indicating careful and effective sample handling ([Table 4](#cells-08-01067-t004){ref-type="table"}).

4. Discussion {#sec4-cells-08-01067}
=============

The CellSearch^®^ Profile technology allows a reliable, standardized, and automated enrichment of EpCAM-positive cancer cells. ARV7 expression in CTCs of prostate cancer patients has been linked to resistance toward AR-targeted therapy, in particular enzalutamide and abiraterone \[[@B20-cells-08-01067],[@B25-cells-08-01067]\]. Our novel approach ensures specific detection of *ARV7* transcripts in CTCs isolated by the CellSearch^®^ system down to the single cell level. The specificity of our assay was indicated as no signals for *ARV7* or *K19* were seen in 9 blood samples from healthy, male individuals ([Table 1](#cells-08-01067-t001){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2](#cells-08-01067-t002){ref-type="table"} and [Table 3](#cells-08-01067-t003){ref-type="table"}). Our protocol ensures specific detection of tumor cell transcripts in 7.5 mL of blood even after 24 h of sample storage ([Table 2](#cells-08-01067-t002){ref-type="table"}). Robust *ARV7* and *K19* detection is feasible in as low as 5 *ARV7^+^/K19^+^* cells ([Table 2](#cells-08-01067-t002){ref-type="table"}). Transcript expression below 5 cells, even down to 1 *ARV7^+^/K19^+^* cell, was possible ([Table 2](#cells-08-01067-t002){ref-type="table"}). The clinical feasibility of our assay and its high sensitivity (down to a single CTC) was demonstrated in a cohort of 26 mPCa patients ([Table 4](#cells-08-01067-t004){ref-type="table"}).

Antonarakis et al. linked *ARV7* mRNA expression on CTCs of mCRPC patients receiving enzalutamide and/or abiraterone therapy to lower PSA response rates, as well as shorter progression free and overall survival \[[@B20-cells-08-01067]\]. Following this initial study, conducted with a combination of bead-based CTC enrichment and subsequent qPCR multiplexing, the group confirmed their finding in a larger cohort of 202 CRPC patients \[[@B23-cells-08-01067]\]. In their study, CTC^−^ patients were found to have the best outcome (judged by best PSA-response, PSA progression-free survival, progression-free survival, and overall survival), followed by CTC^+^/*ARV7*^−^ and finally CTC^+^/*ARV7*^+^ patients \[[@B23-cells-08-01067]\]. Additionally, it was demonstrated that *ARV7* status can change in the course of hormone therapy \[[@B25-cells-08-01067],[@B28-cells-08-01067],[@B29-cells-08-01067]\] and that within one patient *ARV7* status on CTCs can be heterogeneous \[[@B41-cells-08-01067]\].

The CellSearch^®^ system enables validated and automated enrichment of EpCAM-positive cancer cells \[[@B8-cells-08-01067],[@B42-cells-08-01067],[@B43-cells-08-01067],[@B44-cells-08-01067],[@B45-cells-08-01067]\]. Ideally, adding a specific and sensitive anti-ARV7 antibody to the fourth fluorescent channel of the CellSearch^®^ device would therefore represent a valuable alternative to allow parallel CTC enumeration and the assessment of ARV7 status for each respective CTC. Unfortunately, detection of ARV7 protein using the CellSearch^®^ technology was dramatically hampered by lacking specificity of most existing ARV7 antibodies ([Figure 1](#cells-08-01067-f001){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure S1](#app1-cells-08-01067){ref-type="app"}). Recently, a novel commercially available antibody has been tested and validated for immunohistochemistry on primary tumor tissue, showing specific ARV7 staining results \[[@B32-cells-08-01067]\]. Whether this antibody might represent a promising novel candidate for immunocytochemical analysis and combination with CellSearch^®^ needs to be investigated in future studies. However, so far most sources of CTC-related ARV7 information stems from RNA measurements.

The meaningful clinical impact of *ARV7* expression of CTCs \[[@B20-cells-08-01067],[@B46-cells-08-01067]\] has led to the development of a multitude of different assays targeting ARV7 protein \[[@B25-cells-08-01067]\] or *ARV7* transcripts \[[@B30-cells-08-01067],[@B31-cells-08-01067],[@B47-cells-08-01067],[@B48-cells-08-01067]\]. Primarily the developed methods are based on the analysis of pooled lysate of an enriched CTC fraction \[[@B26-cells-08-01067],[@B30-cells-08-01067],[@B48-cells-08-01067]\], only few perform whole blood gene expression analysis \[[@B47-cells-08-01067]\]. CTC are enriched by bead-based approaches \[[@B20-cells-08-01067],[@B48-cells-08-01067]\], or the CellSearch^®^ Profile kit and analyzed by subsequent qPCR or RNA-seq \[[@B26-cells-08-01067],[@B30-cells-08-01067]\]. While these approaches effectively asses *ARV7* status, they give no additional information on the abundance of CTCs in a patient at the time point of blood draw. This could, however, prove to be valuable information allowing more precise interpretation of the qualitative ARV7^+^ or ARV7^−^ status of a patient. Without CTC count, an ARV7^−^ status may refer to no available CTCs within the blood draw or to high amounts of ARV7^−^ CTCs, respectively. The clinical information to be gained from both results is, however, very different, as no CTCs indicate good and ≥5 CTCs indicate poor outcome for the patient \[[@B8-cells-08-01067]\]. Multiplexing of additional genes such as prostate specific antigen (PSA) or prostate specific membrane antigen (PSMA), as well as epithelial genes is commonly used as a means of circumventing this issue and attempting to detect ARV7^−^ CTCs \[[@B20-cells-08-01067],[@B26-cells-08-01067],[@B49-cells-08-01067]\]. While this is a feasible approach, it is limited by heterogeneous expression of these markers \[[@B31-cells-08-01067],[@B41-cells-08-01067],[@B49-cells-08-01067],[@B50-cells-08-01067],[@B51-cells-08-01067]\] and the required pre-amplification step can introduce bias.

Using our novel approach ([Figure 4](#cells-08-01067-f004){ref-type="fig"}) information on both CTC count, AR-FL and *ARV7* status is collected. One could argue that the amount of CTCs present in the blood tube destined for *ARV7* assessment is also not directly assessed by our assay. However, studies have shown that CTC counts determined with the CellSearch^®^ technology do not significantly fluctuate depending on circadian rhythm or serial blood draws \[[@B52-cells-08-01067],[@B53-cells-08-01067]\], thereby indicating that stochastically, similar to equal CTC amounts would be expected in two sequential blood draws from the same patient at the same time (as is necessitated by our protocol). The importance of integrated CTC enumeration becomes apparent when looking at clinical cases such as UKE-23 ([Table 4](#cells-08-01067-t004){ref-type="table"}). While this patient had clearly detectable *ARV7* transcripts, he did not show *K19* positivity in our assay. Without the additional information of 22 CTCs being detected via CellSearch^®^ analysis, interpretation of the qPCR results would have been impaired. This case also highlights the inert limitation of qPCR multiplexing, which lies in the before mentioned heterogeneity of gene and protein expression in CTCs \[[@B41-cells-08-01067],[@B50-cells-08-01067],[@B51-cells-08-01067]\]. In addition, CTC detection via the CellSearch^®^ allows for morphological assessment of the CTCs in circulation and in our case, parallel characterization of AR-FL protein as well as its cellular location. Both represent important factors in resistance to androgen deprivation therapy \[[@B54-cells-08-01067]\]. The localization of the full length AR within the cell has been shown to be associated with disease progression on novel hormone therapies (e.g., enzalutamide and abiraterone) \[[@B55-cells-08-01067]\]. Therefore, it was critical for our assay to be able to distinguish both cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions of AR to support differentiation between "AR-on" and "AR-off" patients \[[@B54-cells-08-01067]\]. Apart from the AR-FL targeting antibody (by Janssen Diagnostics) used in this study, other well-established alternative antibodies have been published for AR-FL detection in the fourth channel of the CellSearch^®^ \[[@B55-cells-08-01067]\].

To our knowledge, only two assays have been developed allowing parallel CTC enumeration and ARV7 protein \[[@B24-cells-08-01067],[@B25-cells-08-01067]\] or transcript detection \[[@B31-cells-08-01067]\] on the same cell so far. El-Heliebi et al. isolated CTCs via the CellSearch^®^ Profile kit or the size-dependent Parsortix™ platform (ANGLE plc, Guildford, UK) \[[@B56-cells-08-01067]\] and subsequently characterized them for *ARV7, AR-FL*, and *PSA* expression via in situ padlock probe technology \[[@B31-cells-08-01067]\]. This approach allows for absolute transcript quantification while keeping cell morphology intact and thereby enabling tumor cell enumeration \[[@B31-cells-08-01067]\]. In regards to CellSearch^®^ Profile kit pre-enrichment, a single patient with high CTC load was included in this study to demonstrate general feasibility of the approach \[[@B31-cells-08-01067]\]. Additional technical validation will therefore be required to ensure sufficient sensitivity and specificity of this method for future clinical application.

The ARV7 assay most advanced in regards to clinical validation is the EPICs approach \[[@B24-cells-08-01067],[@B25-cells-08-01067]\]. Here, the nuclear cell fraction is placed on slides, stained via ICC and automatically screened and evaluated. The assay focusses on nuclear ARV7 protein expression using the same antibody clone EPR15656 (Abcam) that we tested in our present study. While the EPICS approach allows for parallel CTC enumeration and ARV7 protein assessment, it requires sample shipment to a centralized lab in the US, a costs intensive approach when conducting larger clinical studies or when shipping patient samples for routine testing. A nuclear ARV7 staining has been postulated to be relevant to predict therapy outcome of AR-targeted therapies as well as taxanes in a cohort of 161 mCRPC patients, leading to a favorable coverage recommendation and certification of the approach in the state of California (USA) \[[@B57-cells-08-01067],[@B58-cells-08-01067]\]. However, in our hands, the EPR15656 antibody did not result in specific nuclear staining signals for tested cancer cell line cells on chamber slides or cytospins ([Figure 1](#cells-08-01067-f001){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure S1](#app1-cells-08-01067){ref-type="app"}).

While the *ARV7* detection assay established in this study is highly specific and sensitive, some limitations require mentioning. The main limitation is the fact that our assay does not allow for simultaneous morphological and molecular *ARV7* characterization of each single CTC. However, this is somewhat compensated by the use of a clinically validated CTC enrichment method, adding weight to the clinical relevance of the CTCs analyzed. Additionally, *ARV7* and *K19* transcript detection cannot be guaranteed down to a single CTC level in all patient samples. Nevertheless, we can secure determination of *ARV7* status from ≥5 CTCs which is the prognostic cut-off value for patients with metastatic prostate cancer. Due to the high sensitivity and specificity of our *ARV7* detection assay and the parallel nature of the CellSearch^®^ CTC-enumeration, *K19* detection is not a mandatory prerequisite for robust *ARV7* assessment and result interpretation. However, we believe *K19* adds further valuable information in positive cases and represents an additional confirmation of successful CTC analysis.

Taken together, the use of a FDA-cleared enrichment technology, high assay sensitivity and specificity, a shipment window of 24 h and comparably low necessity of elaborate additional laboratory equipment (standard qPCR cycler) corroborate the value of our established method. Inclusion into prospective clinical trials will be now necessary to demonstrate clinical validity and utility. Furthermore, additional age-matched healthy donors and other control cohorts (e.g., prostatitis patients) should be included into future studies to further corroborate assay specificity. Head-to-head comparison with other ARV7/CTC technologies is desirable to assess to which extent different assays are redundant or complementary.

5. Conclusions {#sec5-cells-08-01067}
==============

The novel workflow developed in this study allows for a semi-automated enrichment of CTCs followed by a qPCR assay measuring the *ARV7* status of CTCs. This approach can now be integrated into future clinical trials assessing treatment responses to antiandrogen therapies in prostate cancer patients.
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![Immunocytochemical (ICC) staining of full-length androgen receptor (AR-FL) and ARV7 on three selected prostate cancer cell lines. Cells are stained for pan-keratin in red (anti-PanCK, CellSearch^®^, Menarini) in all images. (**a**) Upper panel: ICC staining performed using the anti-AR-FL antibody (7395S Ozyme) in green. AR-FL positive cells lines 22Rv1 and LNCaP show positive nuclear AR-FL staining, while PC3 cells remain unstained. Lower panel: ICC control staining using Rabbit \[DA1E\] IgG XP isotype (2975S Ozyme) in green showing the absence of unspecific staining on 22RV1, LNCaP and PC3 cells. (**b**) Upper panel: ICC staining performed using the anti-ARV7 antibody \[EPR15656\] (209491 Abcam) detected by a FITC-conjugated secondary antibody. A positive nuclear staining is observable on all three cell lines (in green), indicating unspecific signal of the antibody in PC3. Medium panel: ICC staining performed with the Rabbit IgG, monoclonal \[EPR25A\]-Isotype Control (172730 Abcam) detected with FITC-conjugated secondary antibody (97050, Abcam) showing negativity on 22RV1, LNCaP, and PC3 cells. Lower panel: ICC staining performed with FITC-conjugated secondary antibody (97050, Abcam) showing negativity on 22RV1, LNCAP, and PC3 cells.](cells-08-01067-g001){#cells-08-01067-f001}

![PCR-based detection of *AR-FL* and androgen receptor splice variant 7 (*ARV7*) in selected prostate cancer cell lines. Letter M indicating DNA ladder (marker) lanes. Ten nanograms of cDNA were analyzed for each PCR sample. (**a**) Schematic overview of *AR-FL* and *ARV7* positivity (+) and negativity (−) for established prostate cancer cell lines, as described in literature. (**b**) Agarose gels of a PCR detecting *AR-FL* and *ARV7* in cDNA isolated from 22RV1 and LNCaP cells. *ARV7* cDNA was detected using the primers described by Antonarakis et al. \[[@B20-cells-08-01067]\]. PCRs were performed for 39 cycles. 125 bp PCR products are expected for both *AR-FL* and *ARV7*. The *ARV7* PCR shows an additional, uncharacterized band at between 250--300 bp for 22RV1 cells, but not for LNCaP cells. (**c**) Agarose gel of a gradient PCR for *ARV7* on 22RV1 and LNCaP cDNA using different primer pairs. PCRs were performed for 39 cycles. Temperatures increasing from 58.5 °C to 65.5 °C, indicated by red triangles below gel images. Antonarakis (1) and Guo (2) primers both show secondary PCR bands on 22Rv1 cDNA (between 200--300bp and between 400--500 bp, respectively). Liu (3) and UKE (4) primers both give expected PCR bands for *ARV7* at 112 bp and 73 bp. Signal intensity appears higher, possibly indicating more generated PCR product, for UKE primers. (**d**) Agarose gels of PCRs detecting *AR-FL* and *ARV7* in cDNA of 22RV1, VCaP, LNCaP, and PC3 prostate cancer cell line cells. PCRs were performed for 30 cycles. AR-FL primer set, results in specific PCR signals in AR^+^ and AR^--^ cell lines. *ARV7 (1)* corresponds to Antonarakis et al., *ARV7 (2)* corresponds to Guo et al., *ARV7 (3)* corresponds to Liu et al., and *ARV7 (4)* corresponds to our newly developed UKE primer sets.](cells-08-01067-g002){#cells-08-01067-f002}

![qPCR-based characterization of selected prostate cancer cell line cDNA. cDNA was generated from RNA isolated from 22RV1, VCaP, LNCaP, and PC3 cells and analyzed via qPCR. (**a**) Relative gene expression of *AR-FL* and *ARV7* using primers by Liu et al. and our newly developed primers (UKE). Gene expression was first normalized to actin and subsequently displayed relative to PC3 gene expression. Standard deviation is indicated as brackets. (**b**) Representative qPCR expression profiles for different target genes (*Actin, AR-FL, K19* and *ARV7*) across all four chosen cell lines: 22RV1 (blue), VCaP (purple), LNCaP (green), and PC3 (red). All samples were applied in triplicates.](cells-08-01067-g003){#cells-08-01067-f003}

![Schematic workflow of *ARV7* detection combined with parallel circulating tumor cell (CTC) enumeration.](cells-08-01067-g004){#cells-08-01067-f004}

![Representative CellSearch^®^ images of CTCs and AR-FL staining from a single prostate cancer patient case. This patient had detectable AR-FL negative (**1**), weakly positive (**2**), nuclear AR-FL positive (**3**--**5**) and cytoplasmatically AR-FL positive (**6**--**8**) CTCs.](cells-08-01067-g005){#cells-08-01067-f005}

cells-08-01067-t001_Table 1

###### 

Validation of protocol specificity and sensitivity. Titration experiments of spiked cell lines in blood from healthy donor (HD) samples. Indicated cell counts of *ARV7*^+^ (22Rv1) and *ARV7*^−^ (PC3) cells were manually spiked into HD blood and processed by our protocol. *ARV7* status is highlighted as "+" for positive and "−" for negative samples. Detection of gene expression was confirmed when at least 2/3 triplicates were positive in qPCR analysis. Unamplified qPCR samples are marked as N/D (not detected). HD samples were processed in parallel as a negative control for *ARV7* and *K19*. The bar (-) in the respective table column of detection indicates no further experiments were conducted.

  Cell Line   *ARV7* Status   Cell Amount   Target   Detection   Detection (n = 2)   Detection (n = 3)
  ----------- --------------- ------------- -------- ----------- ------------------- -------------------
  HD          −               0             *ARV7*   N/D         N/D                 N/D
  *K19*       N/D             N/D           N/D                                      
  *Actin*     yes             yes           yes                                      
  PC3         −               50            *ARV7*   N/D         \-                  \-
  *K19*       yes             \-            \-                                       
  *Actin*     yes             \-            \-                                       
  100         *ARV7*          N/D           \-       \-                              
  *K19*       yes             \-            \-                                       
  *Actin*     yes             \-            \-                                       
  22RV1       \+              50            *ARV7*   yes         \-                  \-
  *K19*       yes             \-            \-                                       
  *Actin*     yes             \-            \-                                       
  20          *ARV7*          yes           \-       \-                              
  *K19*       yes             \-            \-                                       
  *Actin*     yes             \-            \-                                       
  10          *ARV7*          yes           yes      yes                             
  *K19*       yes             yes           yes                                      
  *Actin*     yes             yes           yes                                      
  5           *ARV7*          yes           yes      yes                             
  *K19*       yes             yes           yes                                      
  *Actin*     yes             yes           yes                                      

cells-08-01067-t002_Table 2

###### 

Validation of protocol specificity and sensitivity after 24 h. Influence of sample storage on *ARV7* detection limits and assay robustness. *ARV7* status is highlighted as "+" for positive and "−" for negative samples. Detection of gene expression was confirmed when at least 2/3 triplicates were positive in qPCR analysis. N represents the number of repetitions performed per experimental setting. The ratio is defined as the frequency at which any specific gene was detected out of the N repetitions. N/D signifies no gene expression or gene expression above the set threshold of 35 cycles.

  Cell Line   ARV7 Status   Cell Amount   Target   Detection   N   Ratio \[detection/N\]
  ----------- ------------- ------------- -------- ----------- --- -----------------------
  HD          −             0             *ARV7*   N/D         3   3/3
  *K19*       N/D                                                  
  *Actin*     yes                                                  
  22RV1       \+            10            *ARV7*   yes         1   1/1
  *K19*       yes                                                  
  *Actin*     yes                                                  
  5           *ARV7*        yes           2        2/2             
  *K19*       yes                                                  
  *Actin*     yes                                                  
  3           *ARV7*        yes           4        1/4             
  *K19*       yes           3/4                                    
  *Actin*     yes           4/4                                    
  1           *ARV7*        yes           3        1/3             
  *K19*       yes           2/3                                    
  *Actin*     yes           3/3                                    
  VCaP        \+            10            *ARV7*   yes         2   2/2
  *K19*       yes                                                  
  *Actin*     yes                                                  
  5           *ARV7*        yes           1        1/1             
  *K19*       N/D                                                  
  *Actin*     yes                                                  

cells-08-01067-t003_Table 3

###### 

Influence of sample tubes and sample storage times on ARV7 detection limits and assay specificity. *ARV7* status is highlighted as "+" for positive and "−" for negative samples. Detection of gene expression was confirmed when at least 2/3 triplicates were positive in qPCR analysis. N represents the number of repetitions performed per experimental setting. The ratio is defined as the frequency at which any specific gene was detected out of the N repetitions. N/D signifies no gene expression or gene expression above the set threshold of 35 cycles.

  Tube      Cell Line   ARV7 Status   Cell Amount   Target   Detection   N     Ratio \[detection/N\]
  --------- ----------- ------------- ------------- -------- ----------- ----- -----------------------
  EDTA      HD          −             0             *ARV7*   N/D         3     3/3
  *K19*     N/D                                                                
  *Actin*   yes                                                                
  22RV1     \+          10            *ARV7*        N/D      1           1/1   
  *K19*     yes                                                                
  *Actin*   yes                                                                
  5         *ARV7*      yes           3             2/3                        
  *K19*     yes         2/3                                                    
  *Actin*   yes         3/3                                                    
  Adnagen   HD          −             0             *ARV7*   yes         3     1/3
  *K19*     yes         2/3                                                    
  *Actin*   yes         3/3                                                    
  22RV1     \+          10            *ARV7*        N/D      1           1/1   
  *K19*     N/D                                                                
  *Actin*   yes                                                                
  5         *ARV7*      yes           3             3/3                        
  *K19*     yes         1/3                                                    
  *Actin*   yes         3/3                                                    

cells-08-01067-t004_Table 4

###### 

Correlation of qPCR results, AR-FL detection and CTC enumeration via CellSearch for 26 mPCa patients analyzed. Detection of a gene was confirmed when at least 2/3 triplicates were positive in qPCR analysis. N/D signifies no gene expression or gene expression above the set threshold of 35 cycles. CTC enumeration via CellSearch^®^ was not conducted for the first three patient samples, indicated by a bar in the respective table column (-). This also applies to 14 samples collected regarding AR occurrence. The number of CTCs with detectable AR-FL expression is indicated in brackets.

                 CellSearch              qPCR         
  -------- ----- ------------ ---------- ------ ----- -----
  UKE-1    \-    \-           \-         yes    yes   yes
  UKE-2    \-    \-           \-         N/D    N/D   yes
  UKE-3    \-    \-           \-         N/D    N/D   yes
  UKE-4    0     \-           \-         N/D    N/D   yes
  UKE-5    0     \-           \-         N/D    N/D   yes
  UKE-6    0     \-           \-         N/D    N/D   yes
  UKE-7    0     0            0          N/D    N/D   yes
  UKE-8    1     0            yes (1)    N/D    N/D   yes
  UKE-9    1     yes (1)      0          N/D    N/D   yes
  UKE-10   1     0            0          N/D    yes   yes
  UKE-11   1     0            yes (1)    N/D    yes   yes
  UKE-12   1     \-           \-         yes    yes   yes
  UKE-13   1     0            0          yes    yes   yes
  UKE-14   2     yes (1)      yes (1)    N/D    yes   yes
  UKE-15   6     0            0          N/D    N/D   yes
  UKE-16   6     \-           \-         N/D    N/D   yes
  UKE-17   8     yes (3)      yes (4)    yes    yes   yes
  UKE-18   9     0            yes (9)    yes    yes   yes
  UKE-19   11    0            yes (11)   yes    yes   yes
  UKE-20   11    0            yes (11)   yes    yes   yes
  UKE-21   14    \-           \-         N/D    yes   yes
  UKE-22   16    \-           \-         yes    yes   yes
  UKE-23   22    \-           \-         yes    N/D   yes
  UKE-24   80    \-           \-         yes    yes   yes
  UKE-25   156   \-           \-         yes    yes   yes
  UKE-26   398   \-           \-         yes    yes   yes

[^1]: There authors contributed equally to this work.
